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The cheapest and easiest way to travel around the world is through reading; it is where you generalize the facts and entails it in your mind. The more you learn and you acquire knowledge is the real proof and evidence that you understand the text and comprehend it well. Reading does not rely by recognizing the printed text but also on how you interpret those symbols, how you understand and comprehend it.

In our recent Educational System, it is looking forward on the realization of its goal in producing developed and well competitive individuals when it comes to reading. Thus, the Department of Education (DepEd) adopts various measures and strategies that will improve the quality and relevance of basic education and to attain efficiency and effectiveness of instruction.

We need to expose our students to the joys of reading and make books and other reading materials available to them through traditional libraries. However, since much of the knowledge are circulated through the use of internet, a necessary ingredient of education will be one’s facility in the use of different devices.

Teachers have treated the other factor of reading comprehension as a set of skills, when in fact it depends on what readers already know. The readers understand they read based on their background knowledge and vocabulary they have relating to the topic than on how much they’ve practiced comprehension skills. There are different type of learners with different learning styles and on how they will comprehend. Teachers and students must take its part to help each other. Teachers are using different instructional materials for diverse learners so students shall take it part to be able for them to read with comprehension.
The implication is clear. One way to improve students’ reading comprehension is to increase their knowledge and vocabulary and their love for books. There is a need to read over and over again in order to understand what is being read. Reading comprehension involves many processes happening in your brain at once, and thus it can be easy for some aspects of a text to get lost in the muddle. The good news is that anyone who struggles in reading just need a patience because reading comprehension is a skill just like any other. Absolutely reading can be learned it must learned through practice, focus, diligence and patience.
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